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BBT LIVE 

NEW CONCERT SERIES – BBT WEDNESDAYS AT WILTON’S
Room to Play – Trust in the Music 

In association with Wilton’s Music Hall (London’s oldest and last 

surviving grand music hall), BBT is presenting a series of concerts on 

the final Wednesday of each month from February to June 2015 to 

showcase some of the talented young musicians who have recently won 

BBT awards and fellowships. Radiating virtuosity, experimentation and 

a profound passion for their instruments, they will be some of the first 

players in what will be Wilton's newly repaired and expanded cocktail 

bar and performance space upstairs (the final phase of Wilton’s Capital 

Project due to be completed autumn 2015).

Pianist and composer Kate Whitley launches the series on 25 February 

in the main hall with a contemporary programme including her own 

works, plus guest artist, guitarist Sean Shibe, who will have his own

‘upstairs’ evening on Wednesday 25 March. In April (29th) and May 

(27th) come two Dutch musicians, bent on proving the beauty and 

versatility of their instruments - recorder player Erik Bosgraaf and 

bassoonist Bram van Sambeek. Rounding off the series is young horn 

supremo Alec Frank-Gemmill (24 June).

BBT Wednesdays at Wilton's >>

CD RELEASE 

BYOL KANG & BORIS KUSNEZOW violin/piano duo 
BBT Fellowship 2012

Romantic Impressions (GEN 15335: February 2015 release)

A song slumbers in all things...

The secret source of many romantic compositions lies in song - and 

wistful songs and slumbering melodies are at the heart of the music 

chosen for this CD. Violin/piano duo, Byol Kang and Boris Kusnezow 

have chosen poignantly linked works by Johannes Brahms and Clara 

Schumann and lyrical pieces by Edvard Grieg for their recording on 

Genuin Classics, supported by their 2012 BBT Fellowship.

Listen to excerpts from the CD >>

Diary date: Hear Byol Kang and Boris Kusnezow live

The Duo will showcase several works from the CD at a live 

recital in London on 16 June 2015 as part of the Music at 22

Mansfield Street series of concerts in aid of the Nicholas Boas 

Charitable Trust. 

E-mail boas22m@btinternet.com

BLOGs

by Byol Kang

ROMANTIC IMPRESSIONS 

How and why Byol and Boris chose the pieces for their new 

CD

Read Byol Kang's BBT Blog>>

by Elizabeth Watts

SCARLATTERY! 

Find out about Elizabeth Watts’ soon-to-be-released CD for

Harmonia Mundi

Read Elizabeth Watts’ BBT Blog >>

by Bram van Sambeek

BASSOON SPACE TRAVELLER

Bram van Sambeek, Star Wars sorcerer of the bassoon, 

reflects on his Fagerlund journey

Read Bram van Sambeek’s BBT Blog >>

ARTIST WEBSITE 

JAMES BAILLIEU piano

James Baillieu has used part of his BBT Fellowship to commission a 

website from Redwire Design. Just launched, it is a showcase for his

extensive repertoire and growing collaborations with singers and 

instrumentalists, including major series at festivals and venues.

james-baillieu.com
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